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With the help of video surveillance and analytics, you can play event triggered voice 
messages or have a guard remotely monitor your premises. The use of audio speakers 
to “speak” to the suspects allow you to take instant response and deter the undesired 
activities without any delay. 

Enjoy the benefits from a proactive security solution with video analytics and audio deterrence:

> Immediate response and deterrence to the suspected activity
> Reduce costly intervention by guards and police
> Reduce costs due to damages and lost goods
> Mitigate threats and create a safer working environment

Axis network audio solutions are available for a variety of industries and applications. The customers are benefiting from the audio applications in 
retail, industrial, critical infrastructure, education, smart cities and more. 

Video + Audio:
stop crimes and disturbances with no delay

To prevent misuse of private car parks, an unauthorized car will 
be notified to leave. Schools, industry plants and enterprises are 
using the solution effectively to manage their car parks.

Using the motion detection application to trigger a voice 
reminder. The solution avoids shouldering and password stealing 
resulted in a 28% reduction in ATM attacks. In addition, the 
speakers are used to respond to homeless people staying in 
indoor ATM locations.

Avoid on-street car blockages with AXIS Parking Violation 
Detection. For example, a data center uses the solution to avoid 
blockage of the entrance traffic.

Detect long dwell time and notify a staff to check on the 
customer or suspect. A retail shop effectively reduces organized 
crime and 85% reduction of shrinkage.

> Stopping unauthorized vehicles 

> Keep the queue with distance

> Deter parking violations > Notify assistance or monitoring

Intelligent loss prevention

“No parking here!”

Smart parking

“Sorry that your 
car is not registered for 

the car park. Please press 
the button for 

assistance.”

“Jeans section
needs assistance” 

“Please keep your 
distance” at the 

ATM waiting queues. 



Now you can warn people immediately instead of using signage 
that doesn’t speak. Notifications initiated with AXIS Loitering 
Guard.

> Virtual guards at unmanned areas > Verbal guide for the right path

Axis offers both indoor and outdoor network speakers that can support an extensive coverage of edge-based applications. You can also use the 
AXIS C1410 built in PIR sensor at entrances/exits for security control.

 
AXIS C1410 is an all-in-one security & 
audio device. With a built-in PIR sensor, 
the device can be used for motion detection 
to trigger notifications to a VMS or to play 
pre-recorded messages. 

It allows users to remotely warn off intruders 
before they commit a crime, to deliver instruc-
tions during an emergency or to make general 
announcements. This feature “Audio + motion 
detection” can be used in several scenarios, for 
security, safety, and operation purposes.

Alarm to suspects break-in at night time Background music at day time

> Guarding access to restricted zones

> Prevent pushing out emergency exit doors

Detect loiterers like smokers and gangs wandering around, 
the AXIS Loitering Guard will trigger a verbal warning without 
sending security guards.   

“This place is under
surveillance. Please keep

the area clean.”

Smart protection of premises

“No passage
through this exit.”

“No left-turn, please 
turn right for the exit.”

> Crime prevention at retail stores

Interested in going smart with Axis network audio system? 
Learn more at www.axis.com/products/audio/security

> Virtual fences to guard and deter intruders
Deter intruders with AXIS Perimeter Defender. Oil & energy 
plants and data centers are protected against intruders with 
intelligent video surveillance.    

Restrict access to confined zones with AXIS Direction Detector 
and offer verbal guide going to the right path.

Verbal guidance to avoid disturbances

“No trespassing, 
please leave the 
premises now.”


